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1. Introduction

Research in the control of posture and gait integrates basic and applied science in the context of maximizing mobility for people across the continuum of functional abilities. The balance and mobility research community produces a high volume of knowledge (28,589 Pubmed hits for ‘postural control’ and ‘gait’ on May 6, 2010), ranging from experiments determining the fundamental mechanisms controlling posture and gait, to evaluations of interventions for improving functional abilities in patient populations. However, like other domains of health science, the best evidence for promoting balance and mobility is not always incorporated into clinical practice. For example, through a consensus discussion and survey, the Gait and Clinical Movement Analysis Society recognized that gait analysis is inconsistently used in clinical decision making due in part to a lack of basic understanding of the benefits and limitations of gait and motion analysis among clinicians [1]; and in a qualitative study of clinical decision making, physical therapists reported using informal observation as their primary diagnostic tool for balance assessment despite available standardized measures [2].

These examples suggest the presence of a gap between the evidence produced by the balance and mobility research community, and what is done in the ‘real world’. Accordingly, there is a need for systematic processes to ensure that the best evidence reaches the appropriate end-users – whether they may be clinicians, health administrators, other researchers or policy makers. With its aim to improve the uptake of knowledge in decision-making, knowledge translation (KT) is a rapidly growing field that has implications for all knowledge users (anyone with an interest in or use of research results). KT is a science with its own rapidly expanding literature base. Its generalized principles can be applied across multiple clinical settings – including the field of gait and balance.

No single individual or group is responsible for the entire process of knowledge generation and translation [3], however, clinical researchers are in a unique position to facilitate moving
research evidence into practice. Funding agencies are recognizing this role and are increasingly requiring applicants to demonstrate planned, systematic approaches to disseminating research findings – both within and beyond the scientific community [4]. However, as these principles have not traditionally been a component of academic training [3], there may be a gap in KT knowledge and evidence reaching researchers who may benefit from applying it to their own work. As the journal Gait and Posture publishes a high proportion of clinical research articles related to patient populations with balance and mobility impairments, this paper attempts to bridge some gaps by bringing a brief overview of KT to readers who may undertake translational activities in their specific fields related to optimizing balance and mobility. This review can serve as a primer in KT, the purpose of which is to review the basic principles and framework for how to ‘do’ KT for application in balance and mobility research.

1.1. Defining KT

A recent study identified over 100 terms relating to knowledge translation [5], including knowledge transfer, exchange, utilization and implementation [6]. While such variety in terminology can lead to confusion with respect to both defining a common lexicon and accessing relevant information, the most commonly cited definition of KT originates from Canada and has been adopted by several international agencies [7,8]: “a dynamic and iterative process that includes synthesis, dissemination, exchange and ethically sound application of knowledge to improve the health of Canadians, provide more effective health services and products and strengthen the health care system” [9]. This operational definition encompasses the steps necessary to move knowledge into action. KT is broader in scope than technology transfer and continuing education, and its audience includes various decision makers such as clinicians, patients, researchers and policy makers [10]. Despite the variation in KT terminology, common to all definitions is the concept of moving beyond simple dissemination of knowledge to actual use [10].

1.2. Models of KT

The use of theories to understand KT provides a conceptual framework for studying research utilization. Many knowledge translation theories exist, based in cognitive psychology, planned change, education, organizational theory and quality improvement [11]. In this review we highlight two major KT frameworks, and readers can refer to Estabrooks et al. [12] and Sudsawad [13] for summaries of other KT models.

1.3. NIH roadmap

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) roadmap [14] identified two major blocks in the translation of research findings into practice: T1 – related to the transfer of understanding of disease mechanisms into development of new diagnosis techniques and therapies; and T2 – translation of the results of clinical studies into every day decision-making and practice [15]. A revised roadmap was later proposed which divided the T2 block into ‘practice-based research’ to translate findings to patients (such as guideline preparation and systematic reviews) and T3: ‘translational research’ to translate understanding to clinical settings and address problems encountered by primary healthcare professionals using implementation research (Fig. 1) [16]. This T3 component emphasizes the importance of (1) identifying challenges with incorporating best practice into clinical care, (2) demonstrating the sustainability of interventions in the ‘real-world’, and (3) evaluating system improvements [16].

1.4. Knowledge to action (KTA)

The KTA framework (Fig. 2) [6] encompasses two phases: the knowledge creation phase and the action cycle. The knowledge creation phase funnels the large body of discovery research (including basis and clinical science) that encompasses knowledge inquiry into knowledge syntheses with systematic reviews and meta-analyses, and ultimately forms knowledge products such as best practice guidelines. The goal is that knowledge becomes more useful to the end-user as it is funneled through this refinery. The action cycle identifies the steps required for a given unit of knowledge to reach widespread use. First, a gap must be identified between current practice and the evidence. Subsequently, to address the identified gap, the evidence must be adapted to the local environment while simultaneously addressing relevant barriers and facilitators to using the evidence in that particular context.

![Fig. 1. Modified NIH roadmap [14], highlighting three translational requirements (to humans, to patients and to practice) for research to reach clinical practice. Relevant studies required at each stage are also indicated. RCT, Randomized Controlled Trial. Copyright © 2007 American Medical Association. All rights reserved.](image1)

![Fig. 2. The knowledge to action (KTA) cycle. Reprinted with permission [4].](image2)
situation. Strategic interventions (targeted to the barriers and facilitators) are required to facilitate uptake of the knowledge, followed by ongoing monitoring and evaluation to assess the impact of knowledge use and ensure knowledge use is sustained.

Both frameworks highlight the identification of gaps in knowledge use relative to the evidence base as a critical point for further attention and intervention. The NIH roadmap focuses on where gaps exist and what needs to be done to fill them, while the KTA framework provides actionable steps for identifying and filling such gaps based on an iterative process. Building on these frameworks, in the following section we provide researchers with suggestions to adapt these tools to their own work.

1.5. How to ‘do’ knowledge translation

The first step in any KT endeavor is to identify the purpose for translating a piece of evidence. In general, two major goals of knowledge translation are (1) to communicate knowledge and (2) to change behavior. If the goal is to communicate results to other researchers, diffusion strategies such as conference presentations and peer-reviewed manuscripts are appropriate [17]. If communicating to groups such as clinicians, health administrators, policy makers or the general public, dissemination strategies that tailor the message and delivery medium to the target audience are more effective [17]. This requires customizing the message for the audience, identifying a credible individual(s) to deliver the message, and considering what factors might influence receiving the message [18]. Dissemination strategies include user workshops, networks of practice, use of opinion leaders, and media engagement. Networks or communities of practice bring together individuals with a common interest to fulfill goals typically related to improving professional practice [19]. A well-known example is the ProFaNE (Prevention of Falls Network Europe) group, with over 4000 members [20]. This group coordinates research endeavors such as clinical trials, as well as dissemination activities, such as coordinating a comprehensive website that shares research results and organizing workshops.

While dissemination strategies foster collaboration and associations between members, there is little evidence of their effectiveness at actually changing practice. When the KT goal is to change some behavior among end users, a systematic approach is required that examines the factors associated with changing the behavior and develops an intervention target to address these factors and using the best implementation evidence. Translating knowledge to change behavior comprises four key phases: (1) evaluating the evidence; (2) identifying evidence-practice gaps; (3) developing an intervention to change practice and outcomes; and (4) evaluating the intervention. These steps are described in the following sections.

1.6. Evaluating the level of evidence

Prior to launching any KT intervention, it is necessary to critically examine whether there is sufficient evidence to support changing behavior on a broad scale. If the body of evidence is small (only one or two small trials) or of low quality, the knowledge may not be ready for widespread dissemination. There may be a need to conduct additional studies to strengthen the evidence base. The systematic review [21] is the basic tool for evaluating the state of a science when considering whether a change in practice is justified. The conclusions of the systematic review therefore direct the KT intervention itself. For example, systematic reviews for fall prevention have identified which interventions are most efficacious (multi-component exercise) and which are less so (home hazard modification and vitamin D supplementation) at preventing falls in community-dwelling elderly [22]. It is also important to note the limitations of systematic reviews. For example, the nature of data pooling can make it difficult to compare across studies, and important distinctions between interventions may be lost when collapsing results [23]. Accordingly, systematic reviews can provide general information about efficacy, but it may be difficult to replicate study procedures and findings (for example, prescribing specific exercises for fall prevention).

1.7. Identifying evidence-practice gaps

If the review of evidence shows that there is a clear ‘best practice’, then it is appropriate to determine whether there are any gaps between what is currently practiced and the identified best practice. Such gaps may be identified by researchers or end-users, though it is advantageous if an end-user identifies a gap, because it may suggest a potential willlingness to change [24]. While gaps may be identified informally, objective assessments are most useful, as it is possible that ‘we do not know what we do not know’ [25]. Identifying an evidence-practice gap could include baseline studies examining the prevalence of the issue, environmental scans, needs assessments, examination of administrative data or surveys to document current practice [26]. For example, Bayley et al. [27] identified research and knowledge translation priorities for stroke rehabilitation through expert panel consultation using a modified Delphi voting approach.

1.8. Developing an intervention to change practice

The development of an evidence-based intervention that will change behavior requires planning of multiple components. Firstly, the barriers and facilitators to knowledge must be identified, which may be done through surveys, qualitative interviews or literature reviews [28,29]. Individual factors like education, attitudes and beliefs, interest, perceived role, and self-efficacy all influence willingness to change [30,31]. Organizational readiness for change is an important albeit complex issue; dependent on many components such as whether members value change, whether task demands and resources available are feasible, and contextual issues such as a positive climate and positive past experiences with change [32]. An ongoing focus in KT science is the assessment of organizational readiness for change, and preliminary data on such tools suggests that these factors do play a role in implementation success and can be predicted [33,34]. Second, once the determinants of knowledge use have been identified, it is necessary to adapt the evidence to the local context. Adaptation is necessary because different entities may already be performing certain elements of best practice or some elements of the evidence may not be feasible in all settings. Formalized tools are available for adapting knowledge that has been integrated into best practice guidelines [35,36]. These tools outline the elements required for adaptation, including appropriate selection of a panel, identifying what questions to ask and how to ask them, evaluating the evidence with respect to the quality and consistency of the evidence as well as its applicability to the local context [29].

All of the above elements contribute to the selection and design of the KT intervention. There is a growing generalized evidence base on which types of KT interventions are most effective at changing behavior, although there is a need for more evaluation of interventions specific to balance and mobility. Common KT approaches include educational interventions, linkage and exchange interventions, audit and feedback interventions, informatics, and patient-oriented interventions [see Straus et al. for review [37]]. A systematic review by Grimshaw et al. [38] determined that most interventions improved care to some degree, but the magnitude of effects varied. They determined that effective options for targeting healthcare providers included reminder
systems (checking data against clinical rules and providing prompts for action) [39], outreach visits (taking the intervention to the workplace of the end-user) [40], and to a lesser extent, patient-directed interventions and audit and feedback techniques (providing summaries of health care performance over a given time period) [41]. Multi-faceted interventions were not more effective than single interventions, nor did effectiveness increase with the number of interventions [38]. Despite the options, there were concerns that only the ‘simplest’ interventions (distributing materials and lunchtime sessions) were the only feasible approaches in many environments [38]. A potential limitation of many KT interventions is that they are focused on physicians, and there is limited data for what works among other health professionals, such as physiotherapists [42]. Furthermore, as with other disciplines, the literature on KT interventions may be subject to a publication bias. Interventions that were not developed or evaluated systematically may not be considered suitable for publication, and as such there may be more examples of both successful and unsuccessful approaches that are not documented.

1.9. Evaluating the intervention

Evaluation of the KT intervention is critical in order to determine whether the intervention caused a change in knowledge use and in relevant clinical or health systems outcomes. Although randomized controlled trials are typically considered to be optimal when evaluating efficacy, they are not always feasible and other designs could be considered (such as interrupted time series). When considering how to evaluate KT interventions, one needs to consider whether the goal is to evaluate knowledge use or the impact of knowledge use [43]. Moreover, it is important to consider that knowledge use could occur at a conceptual level (a change in understanding or attitudes), an instrumental level (a change in behavior) or persuasive level [6], and that outcomes could be at a decision-maker, patient, or systemic level [44].

2. Limitations and future directions

The evidence provided by KT science can be applied by clinical researchers across many disciplines, including balance and mobility, but it is an emerging field that is not without limitations and opportunities for further development. The many components of a KT intervention outlined in this paper require a considerable investment of time, invariably forming a research program in itself over the course of several years as each step may require single or multiple studies before moving forward. The tradeoff for the lengthy time requirement is the increased probability of success relative to ‘just doing something’.

We have noted that much of the KT literature refers to generalized principles for promoting change, but the subject of the interventions themselves is very specific. There is a need, particularly in the fields of balance and mobility, for more examples of successful and unsuccessful implementation projects, and to expand beyond physician-specific interventions as the primary agent of change. This is necessary to inform other users and optimize the efficiency of intervention efforts.

KT science is an evolving field and there is also a need for continued development in a number of areas. For example, despite the role of many governments in healthcare funding, we know relatively little about evaluating readiness for change in the political environment. As noted, there is an ongoing need to refine understanding of the effectiveness of KT interventions, and in particular there is a need to determine how best to make many of these practice changes sustainable over the long term.

3. Conclusions

Effective knowledge translation requires careful consideration and planning. Moreover, effective KT is not a one-size-fits-all strategy. Context and fit are crucial, as a successful approach in one environment may not extend to other scenarios. There is ongoing debate about who is ‘responsible’ for knowledge translation; should it be the responsibility of researchers, as the producers of knowledge or should the responsibility lie with the users—clinicians, policy makers and the general public? The reality is that both producers and users of knowledge need to be actively engaged and cooperate to determine the best way to apply knowledge to its potential. Thus, knowledge translation is the responsibility of all, not some, and as we better learn how to best work together and integrate with one another, new opportunities and applications for knowledge not previously conceived of are likely to emerge.
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